
The die
      is cast!



Our extensive knowledge and countless years of 
experience in the construction and interior-design 
sectors allowed us to refine our sense of responsi-
bility and empathy towards our clients: by asking 
several targeted questions, we gather all the infor-
mation we need to understand our clients‘ needs 
and thus offer the best suitable solution. Using their 
own suggestions, we guide our clients towards the 
optimal solution for their project.
The outcome: the die shows its most advanta- 
geous side: our clients get exactly what they’re 
looking for!

Quality - Functionality - Aesthetics

WHY US?
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Our philosophy? Professionalism and accuracy! 
Based on this assumption and following a first 
consultation with the client, we divide our work into 
three phases: analysis, design, implementation.
Once we‘ve gathered all the relevant information 
through our client‘s feedback, we sort and pro-
cess it following different criteria. At this point, we 
process all the relevant data to get a clear over-
all picture of the project, where the main aim is to 
strike an optimal balance between functionality 
and aesthetics. 

Subsequently, we draw up a detailed work plan 
and start ordering all the materials and producing 
the parts in our workshop. At the same time, we 
plan and book appointments for the first on-site in-
spection, the final delivery and assembly.

... that’s how „extraordinary things“ come to life.

SERVICES 





Individuality is the key element of each project! 
While our solutions blend in perfectly with the work 
and creations of our company, they always meet 
our clients‘ requests. 
Our in-house specialists provide our customers 
with a wide range of additional and supplementa-
ry services and, where necessary, we also refer to 
external specialists from our partner companies.

Working across all sectors to offer complete turn-
key solutions. 

PERSONAL NOTE











Visit the Modus showroom at Trendus, our busi-
ness partner and interior consultant in Merano, Via 
Roma 44 / A. It’s like a little treasure island and a 
factory of innovative, cool ideas.
Here you can see, touch and feel, choose and 
compare materials and accessories. Get inspi-
red. Get all the answers you need from the expe-
rienced staff. 

Visit our TRENDUS partner business. 

 
TRENDUS 
Via Roma 44/A 
I - 39012 Merano (BZ)
+39 0473 27 83 13
e-mail: info@trendus.it
www.trendus.it

Fotos: Andreas Marini, Klaus Peterlin photography, angelika schwarz photography

 SHOWROOM - A PERMANENT TREND EXHIBITION
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MODUS srl
Arredamento interni
Zona Artigianale 12

I - 39010 Verano (BZ)
Tel +39 0473 278259

E-mail: info@modus.bz.it
P. IVA IT01412110213

Codice Destinatario: XS9WT43

Internet: www.modus.bz.it


